
According to the liturgical calendar Lent is a season of 40 
days, not counting Sundays, and Easter is a season of 50 
days which ends by the arrival of Pentecost, the day of the 
Holy Spirit.   
 
In the ancient world number 40 signified suffering, hence 
the 40 days of Lent, while 50, the completion of the cycle 
of 7 times 7, signified a fresh start. The 50th year was a 
Great Year, a year of Jubilee, a return to the beginning, a 
year of liberation and new birth.  
 
I have been pondering these 50 days of Easter as COVID 
vaccinations continue to unfold bringing Easter to more 
people each day, as churches are planning to worship in 
their buildings, as step by step we begin to enter public 
life again toward a new an unknown world. Easter is not 
just one day. Resurrection is not just one experience. 
Sometimes Easter dawns gradually.  
 
As we begin to “return,” not to normal but to a new reali-
ty, I think of the three questions paused to us by Kim 
Langley, the facilitator of one of our Healthy Practices in 
Ministry – What is lost? What is left? What are the possi-
bilities?    
 
These questions seem to be Easter Resurrection ques-
tions. Every Resurrection experience includes things that 
are lost, things that are left, and things that turn into new 
possibilities. We see this even in the crucifixion and death 
of Jesus when the disciples lost him, bewildered and be-
reft they thought it was the end. Yet, the disciples still had 
one another, they had their experiences of Jesus, his 
worldview and teachings, and as they discovered, they 
also had his spirit. They lost the bodily Jesus but gained 
the spirit Jesus, the Risen Christ, even in the Holy Spirit.  

I believe the three questions are therapeutic, transforma-
tional and resurrectional. As we gather physically in our 
church buildings sharing our losses can ease the pain, rec-
ognizing what’s left can lead to gratitude and celebration, 
imagining the possibilities makes us a resurrection people 
giving birth to the new.  
 
What have we lost? We lost the “normal,” jobs and liveli-
hoods. We lost loved ones and community in isolation. 
We lost entertainment and cultural events, just gathering 
and coming together as well as interactions and emotions 
that come along with them. We lost our delusion and de-
nial of inequality, especially economic; and racism, espe-
cially systemic racism in US. We lost life as we knew it.  
 
What is left? Community, even as we gather electronical-
ly, loved ones and good health, technology and video con-
ferencing, flexibility and resilience, innovation and inven-
tion, creativity and willingness to explore and try new 
things, more family time for those living in the same 
household, less time on the road. We have much for 
which we can be grateful.  
 
What are the possibilities? Endless! Embracing new priori-
ties, using time differently, being and doing church differ-
ently, creating a new lifestyle that is conducive to wellness 
and wellbeing. Nurturing collaboration, being intentional 
and purposeful, imagining even the impossible, charting a 
new path forward and giving birth to the new. 
 
The world we knew before the coronavirus will not return. 
Our faith is about resurrection and new beginnings. These 
three questions can help us discern intentionally and pur-
posefully what’s next, what the possibilities are and 
where the Spirit is leading us!  
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What is left? 

What is lost?  

What are the possibilities? 


